
EASY ORIGAMI TREAT HOLDER
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Stampin’ Up! Supplies Used:

• Stamps: Birthday Blooms (Retiring)
• Inks: Night Of Navy
• Cardstock: (Scraps of) Night Of Navy, Whisper White, Melon Mambo
• Designer Paper: Garden Impressions 6" x 6" (New)
• Accessories: Whisper White 5/8" Polka Dot Tulle Ribbon, Clear Medium Envelope, 
• Tools: Big Shot, Layering Ovals Framelits Dies, Stitched Shapes Framelits Dies, Paper Snips
• Miscellaneous: Dimensionals, Multipurpose Liquid Glue, Cookie



INSTRUCTIONS:

1. Stamp the saying "For You" using Night Of Navy Ink onto a scrap Whisper White CS.  Using the Big Shot and the smallest Stitched Oval 
Framelit, cut out your saying.  Also diecut a Night Of Navy scalloped oval using the smallest scalloped oval from the Layering Oval Framelits.  
Cut a 3/8" x 2 3/8" piece of Melon Mambo CS, trimming both ends to form a banner.  

2. Attach pieces as shown using Dimensionals between the Saying and Night Of Navy piece.  Use Multipurpose Liquid Glue to attach the rest.

3. Pick a piece of the 6" x 6" DSP and lay it angled like a diamond in front of you.  Having the side you want to show facing up.

4. Fold and crease the bottom point to meet the top point. 

5. Starting with the point on the right, bring it over to about 1" past the middle and fold and crease.  

 

6. Now bring the left point over past the middle about 1" and fold and crease.  

7. Fold the top front point down. 

8. Attach the Saying piece with glue to the front of pouch. 

9. Cut the sticky seal off the top of a Clear Envelope.  Slide a cookie or other treat inside.  Cut a piece of ribbon and tie around top of envelope 
in a bow.  Stick the wrapped cookie in pocket.  Your Treat Holder is now complete and ready for gift giving.
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